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Datasheet

Market More Effectively with Sugar 
and IBM Cross-Channel Marketing

Maximize the value of each customer contact by delivering 
relevant, personalized marketing at the point of interaction.

Here’s how Sugar plus IBM Cross-Channel Marketing increases the efficiency  
and effectiveness of each contact:

Sugar provides 360 degrees of customer information for agents 
and call centers

 ' Delivers a complete customer view including sales and 
support history

 ' Boosts agent productivity and collaboration with a fast, 
contextual interface

 ' Logs campaigns and customer interactions

IBM Campaign creates dynamic multi-channel campaigns

 ' Customizes communications via segmentation, selection, and 
filtering rules

 ' Presents campaign lead-sourcing through Sugar’s interface

 ' Defines offers and measures customer interaction

IBM Interact provides targeted real-time offers

 ' Personalizes marketing messages triggered by customer 
characteristics

 ' Populates available offers into Sugar for presentation to 
customers via agents or call centers

 ' Predicts offer uptake using a sophisticated learning engine
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Business problem: How to market additional policies and 
services to customers successfully and improve the take rate on 
promotional offers.

Key objectives: Present more relevant offers; reduce average call 
time; enable real-time marketing; improve information tracking and 
logging; reduce agent training requirements and costs.

Solution components: Sugar; IBM Campaign; IBM Interact

Implementation:

The agency’s marketing team uses IBM Campaign to identify 
prospects in the Sugar database. IBM Campaign creates a multi-
channel marketing campaign including both email and point of 
interaction components.

•	 IBM Campaign selects, segments, and filters prospects and 
creates a target mailing list. Emails are sent by IBM Campaign 
and logged in Sugar.

•	 Sugar manages follow-up call scheduling and generates agent 
call reminders.

•	 Agents use Sugar during follow-up calls both to retrieve and 
collect customer information. Sugar displays a lead to the agent  

and shows only contextually relevant offers from IBM Interact 
so customers hear just the most applicable promotions.

•	 When a campaign lead is converted to an opportunity, Sugar 
feeds the IBM Interact learning engine so marketers learn 
which offers are more successful and declined offers aren’t 
offered again to that customer.

Results:

The agency sees an improved promotion take rate due to the 
relevance of offers presented at the point of interaction. Call 
times are reduced because opportunity data and offer details are 
already in Sugar so there’s less agent data entry.

•	 Service and customer satisfaction improve as more relevant 
information is presented in less time.

•	 Agent training is reduced because Sugar displays key offer 
details from IBM Interact. Agents can communicate each 
offer without having to learn all the details in advance.

•	 All campaign information is tracked and logged in Sugar so 
it’s available to agents and support staff at any time.

How Sugar Integrates with IBM Cross-Channel Marketing

IBM Interact Sugar

IBM Campaign
AgentCustomer

Get available offers
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Track progress View leads Call reminder

Places calls;  
presents offers

Sends customer emails

Defines offers
Logs email; schedules calls

Generates target lists;  
Selects, segments, filters

Case study: Insurance Agency


